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NGRESS PROBLEMS SLOWING YOU DOWN?

q)1997 Hewlett-Paekani Co. TMMIC.627.1/CED

Speed has never been as important in the race
to install and maintain your return path as it is
today. So the last thing you need is aproblem
with ingress. That's where the HP CaLan 3010R/H
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer comes in.

Acomprehensive, flexible field tool.
The HP CaLan 3010R/f1 is the one tool that does
it all—even in the presence of ingress.
• Forward sweep
• Reverse sweep
• Signal-level measurements
(including digital signals)

Highlights of the HP CaLan 3010R/H include:
• Ingress Detection
When ingress corrupts return path communication, the headend unit transmits adisplay of
the ingress image to the field unit for immediate
troubleshooting.

• Dual Path Sweep
New!

One headend box for both forward
and return sweep means more

efficient use of bandwidth, more space in the
headend and less equipment to buy.
• Digital Power
New!

Quickly and accurately measures
average power of digital carriers—

including return path TDMA (bursted) carders.
• DigiSweep Technology
HP CaLan set the industry standard with
its 5ps sweep pulse. It's so fast it can
pass through active digital traffic without
interference. And now our sweep speed
is even faster; measurements can be performed in 650 ms.

HP CaLan 3010R field unit

When speed counts, there's no faster way to
activate your return path and troubleshoot
ingress than the HP CaLan 3010R/H.

For more information call: 1-800-452-4844;* Ext. 5331.
In Canada call 1-500-387-3154, program number TMU355.

wvonv.hp.comigoicatv
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t's not everywhere yet, but competition from the telephone companies is beginning to have an effect on incumbent cable operators. Look no further than what's happening in Detroit, Chicago,
Cleveland and Columbus, and you can get aglimpse of the future.
Over the past year, Ameritech has received franchises from 37
Midwest communities, representing more than 750,000 homes
passed. The RBOC has already brought its 80-channel "americast"
service to 22 cities and towns and is enjoying apenetration rate of
nearly 30 percent. Furthermore, 80 percent of Ameritech's customers
are opting to take an advanced set-top, which has led to higher-thanaverage take rates for pay-per-view and premium channels.
Ameritech customers are generating monthly revenues that are
greater than the $34 industry average.
To compete with the incumbents, Ameritech used the very same
hybrid fiber/coax technology the cable industry designed afew years
ago. It has no inherent technical advantage over anyone else. But
Ameritech came in with more channels, some compelling packages
of programming and asuper-charged customer service effort.
Competing cable operators have reacted predictably: They've
lowered prices, postponed rate increases and bumped up the number
of channels they offer. In short, the competition has fostered anew
price/value ratio and helped keep alid on rising rates.
But that's the easy stuff. The next step the cable operators need to
make is to shore up customer service, become more efficient,
improve maintenance response times and improve system reliability.
It's time to empower the front-line employees and provide them
with some basic sales tools. Installers should be able to recognize an
opportunity to sell upgraded or additional services, seize that opportunity, and get credit for the upgrade.
Help desks should be staffed with customer service reps around
the clock. Subscribers with questions or problems should be able to
get answers when they want them.
Networks need to be upgraded. Counter-rotating ring architectures
and fully redundant systems are ideal, but they're expensive.
Nevertheless, how many of you are still taking the network down for
maintenance without informing your subscribers? These days, intentional outages should never come as asurprise.
These are just some of the more pressing operational issues
enlightened cable operators should be wrestling with. They're also
the types of articles we're striving to bring you with our series of
Plant Management Reports. We hope you enjoy what you read
here—and put the words to good use as competition comes knocking
on your door.
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CED magazine is an ecially recognized
publication of the Society of Cable
Telecommunications Engineers. All
members of the SCTE are qualified for a
free CED subscription.

It's summertime, and challenges to system reliability
are everywhere, from crackling lightning storms to blazing heat. Find out how to
summer-proof your plant.
Cover photo courtesy of The
Weather Channel.
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from the telcos.
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Electromagnetic fields are unwanted specters that plague the
headend. How can technical personnel learn to control them?
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employees more efficient.
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Exceptional holding power...
(and no chance of cable damage)
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single cable
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Fits most
dual cable

Three 1Step Splice Kits that Fit All Your Underground and
Direct Burial Emergency Repair Needs
Mechanical Specifications
Splices protected when direct buried and exposed
to temperature ranges of
-40'f to 140'f

Part No. 3610-GS For RG6/59 Drop Cable Twisted Pair

Test

Test Conditions

Environmental
Cycling

-4CPC to 603C
3cycles/day

Heat Aging

100 cycles
6CP C, 30 days

Water Immersion

Freeze-Thaw
Cycling

Part No. 3611-GS For RG11/7 Drop Cable Twisted Pair

Room temperature,
for 30 days,
2foot waterhead
-40°C to 6CPC,
2cycles per day, 100 cycles

Salt Fog

per ASTM 8-368,
30 days

Soil Chemical

30 day immersion in:

Resistance

0.1N Na2SO4
0.1N NaCI
0.1N H2SO4
0.1N NaOH
per ASTM G-21

Fungus
Resistance

Engineered to Make the Difference
580 Temes Avenue, P.O. Box 955, Elyria, Ohio 44035
Office & Plant (216) 366-6966 Fax #(216) 366-6802
Internet: http://www.multilinkinc.com/multilinkinc
E-mail: Mulink©ix.netcom.corn
Multi/ink, Inc. 1996

Part No. 3612-GS For .412 -.750 Feeder Cable
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FROM THE TRENCHES

Keeping nature at bay
during the summer
When it comes to reliability, summer storm activity can take its toll
By Michael Lafferty

A

fter Spring has sprung and the summer heat
has begun to dry out the surrounding landscape, many operators go into high gear trying to catch up on projects and plans that
were put to the side over the past several months.
While these same operators rush to take advantage of
the often limited time they've got for this work, they
also realize summer weather can wreak havoc not only
on their personnel (see p. 12), but on their system's
overall performance and reliability as well.
Be it thunderstorms, lightning, tornadoes, hurricanes,
floods or even earthquakes, nature rarely takes avacation in June, July or August. With system reliability
becoming even more crucial as new services are rolled
out on an almost daily basis, there's alot operators can
do to anticipate and mitigate the effects of these potential disasters.

Summer construction woes
For many operators, summertime is the time to play
catch-up. For those who have outside plant projects in
the hopper, the winter and spring months mean hunkering down and waiting for fair weather. Once the sun
starts to shine, construction and upgrade fever strikes
big time. But, all that activity can have adownside as
well. Keeping track of all those crews and making sure
they don't inadvertently take the system down can be a
real problem.
"A fairly straightforward issue in the summer," says
Tom Osterman, president, Comm/Net Systems Inc., "is
the fact that when you have nicer weather, the construction activity increases, especially in states that
have fairly severe winters. So, you have this flurry of
construction activity in the plant which can cause outages, either intended or unintended. The issue, in terms
of reliability, would be for those involved in the construction planning side of things to make arrangements
for bypass power capabilities, or temporary backup of
different powering locations.
"There are various levels of sophistication with that,
ranging from no backup at all, where they just try to

6
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ALL GUTS= SUPEROR ATTENUATION
Center conductor totally
bonded to polyethylene.
100% bonded construction increases
mechanical strength and minimizes
possibility of suck-out.

Polyethylene enclosed air
"THE PERFECT" dielectric
- 93 % velocity of propagation.

Medium density jacketing.

Aluminum sheath totally bonded
to polyethylene structure.

NO FOAM TO
DAMPEN YOUR SIGNAL

COAXIAL CABLE

Anyway you slice it, manufacturers of
foamed cables have been scrambling to
attain the superior attenuation characteristics of MC? The attempt means increasing our
familiar MO diameter of .500" to .565" or
.625 "; and our .750" must become .840"
or .860" or .875
You may still use MC 2 in one size smaller
than the old foamed diameters. Even more
MC2 per duct, and easier handling. In aerial

installations, tte effects of wind and iceloading are reduced even further.
And with the superior attenuation of MC
you don't have to clutter your lines with as
many amplifiers - about 20 % fewer than
with foamed cables.
Low-loss MG is your gain in many ways.
TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Call or write for afree sample and brochure:
TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208

800-874-5649

Header
Service

601-939-6637
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Dealing
with
disaster
While living in the
summertime is often
considered easy, it can
be a real disaster for
cable professionals when the
weather, or the
world in general,
turns nasty. A
comprehensive
disaster plan is
an absolute
must. Here are
some considerations in drawing
up aworthwhile
plan.
•Store an adequate
supply of backup
equipment. Essentials
include replacement
cables & drops, flashlights & portable flood
lights, power supplies/generators,
chainsaws, diesel fuel
for trucks, earth station antennas, backup
phone systems, twoway radios, and security equipment/devices.
•Make arrangements
Continued on page 10

Marcotte

8

minimize the outage, possibly by trying to do it in the
middle of the night when they're cutting over from one
plant or power supply to another. Some of them will
have portable generators or portable power nodes that
will provide input power to an existing power supply if
they happen to be disrupting the actual electrical utility
input section for whatever reason."
Construction activity can also divert attention from
reliability/powering maintenance activities that are particularly important during the sammer, when storm
activity heightens.
"It's no surprise,"
says Eric Wentz,
marketing communications manager for Alpha
Technologies Inc.,
"that summertime
is when many
operators focus
on and increase
their maintenance
activities. But sometimes, it becomes amatter of priorities. Other construction activities, like upgrades and
rebuilds, take precedence and powering maintenance
sometimes gets sidetracked."
Stand-by power supply maintenance is particularly
important during the summer when thunder and lightning storms rumble across the country. Rick Marcotte,
manager of sales and marketing for the Emerging
Technologies Group at Exide Electronics, believes normal maintenance procedures are especially important
during the summer months.
"In the summer," says Marcotte, "it's even more
important as aresult of the heat. Batteries, for example,
are obviously avery heat-oriented phenomenon. Battery
manufacturers typically rate their battery performance
and longevity based on ideal climatic conditions.
Typically it's 77° For 20° to 22° C. So, if you keep
your battery at that temperature, it lasts agood, long
time. But, for each 10 degrees or so that it goes up in
Fahrenheit, you can decrease battery life by afactor of
two. That means you could cut abattery's life in half.
Obviously, heat is really the enemy of batteries."
While it may be apain, Marcotte says that for it to
be areally effective maintenance check, batteries
should be load tested as well. That means running them
and finding out what kind of carrying capacity they
have. Load testing is important, he says, "because weak
batteries obviously reduce your standby time. And
weak batteries increase your recharge time as well."
Marcotte says good stand-by maintenance also
includes checking the battery connections, making sure
they are clean and tight. "The other thing that's important," he says, "is to clean the vents on the exterior cabinets and the power supply. Because what happens over
time is that insects, dust, dirt, you name it, gets
involved there. You really need adequate air flow to
make the power supplies last longer. And particularly in
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the summer, if the vents are clogged, that will shorten
the life of the equipment. Cleaning the vents is not a
real sexy thing to do, but it's something you've really
got to do on schedule and on time."
He also recommends rotating the batteries on aregular
basis. "If you have athree-battery cabinet," he explains,
"the middle battery is the one that absorbs the heat more
from each side, and it deteriorates quicker than the outside batteries, which are closer to the external environment. A lot of times, technicians or whoever is doing the
maintenance will mark the battery that was in the middle,
and then they move it. That way they can track the rotation of the batteries for along period of time."
How often should stand-by batteries be checked?
Gary Batson, principal engineer for Antec Network
Powering, believes less is definitely not better.
"Through the summer:' says Batson, "they should be
checked at least twice. At the beginning of summer
would be areally good time to perform aload test on
the batteries to ensure, in the event of an outage, they
are capable of supplying standby power for arequired
period of time."
When it comes to powering and reliability, Batson
says there also seems to be aresurgence of interest in
dealing with bonding practices or poor bonding. "In some
of the older systems:' he explains, "maybe some of the
bonds have developed resistances and need better maintenance. One of the best things operators can spend money
on in preparing for the summer would be to investigate
their bonding system. They need to verify that the bonds
are still in place, that the contractors have installed the
bonds properly, and that they are still functional. We've
had feedback from some customers, where in some
rebuild situations bonds have not been effectively
installed. So operators really need to double check that."
Batson reports that he and his associates are seeing
measurements of larger sheath currents out in the field
as well. "The emphasis on bonding to the power neutral
to effectively reduce the sheath currents and to shunt
transients underground is very, very important," he says,
"especially in high lightning seasons, and also in particular geographic areas where it's difficult to get grounds.
"In the course of checking the system for bonds and
ground, operators should also measure sheath currents.
I'm really not sure if any of the companies have set up
aroutine maintenance schedule for measuring sheath
currents. Sheath current is something that usually
develops or worsens because one of the utility neutral
connections develops ahigher resistance. And it may
be something that has no effect on the utility company,
and they don't routinely go out and check those issues.
But, if we keep monitoring that, we can be proactive
about preventing outages because of sheath currents."
As systems become more diverse in the services
they offer, powering systems are becoming more complicated, with new designs and technology being
deployed almost daily. This in turn, says Osterman,
should alert operators to new maintenance concerns. "I
guess another new issue:' he reports, "would be that
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CU-1750

ASe

tvetek Home Wiring Test System
Fault Location, Leakage,
Ingress and Digital Tests in
aLow-Cest Installer Meter!
Precision TeS/1111...Be digital-ready to meet the expanding
demands of the interactive revolution. With the CLI-1750
and LST-1700, you can ensure new or existing in-home wiring
is ready for digital signals.
Only the CLI-1750/LST-1700 offers FDR mode for precise
location of faults. FDR (unlike TDR) uses the entire frequency
range, allowing you to detect cable cuts and kinks, bad connectors
and splitters, plus other potential problems. You can even display
asweep response with this feature. This highly sensitive fault
location helps maximize the use of existing home cabling.
Use the CU-1750 with the LST-1700 Signal Transmitter to
identify potential problems prior to activating these services.
Limit subscriber callbacks and ensure optimal performance of
new digital services.

WAve -rŒK

Multi Featured —Along with in-home wiring tests, you also
enjoy all the other great features you've come to expect from
Wavetek meters:
•Frequency Agile Leakage Detection and Measurement
•Reverse Ingress Scan
•Digital Signal Measurement Option
•Simultaneous Multi-Channel Display
•Extensive Data Logging and Measurement Capabilities
•Go/No-Go Check for Compliance
Confidence —The Home Wiring Testing System is just pan of
the complete line of quality test and measurement equipment
from Wavetek. Each delivers all the performance, precision,
speed, and ease of use you demand — at avalue you expect from
aleader. Technicians around the world prefer Wavetek meters.

In the U.S. Call 1-800-622-5515
Worldwide Sales Offices
United Kingdom (44) 1603-404-824
France (33)1-4746-6800
Germany (49) 89-996-410
Eastern Europe (43) 1-214-5110

United States (1) 317-788-9351
Southeast Asia (65) 356-2522
Asia Pacific (852) 2788-6221
China (86) 10-6500-2255
Japan (81) 0552-43-0310

http://www.wavetek.com
OWavetek Corm, 1991
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"Disaster," continued
to protect vital equipment with storage
space at the headend
and front office for
essentials. Bolt down
equipment where possible; tie down loose
cables; cover
phones & computers with
plastic (bags) if
flooding is
expected.
•Coordinate
strategy with
key vendors and nearby operators. Maintain
an emergency contact
list of key vendors and
nearby operators with
office, cellular and
home phone numbers.
•Coordinate strategy
with local utilities and
local governments.
•Have an Emergency
Broadcast System in
place to break into
programming with onscreen crawls or other
means to relay disaster news, warnings and
relief information/contacts. Let civil defense
authorities know how
to take advantage of it
•Establish mechanisms to keep the
public informed. Be
ready to run newspa-

over the last two years or so, several operators have
deployed larger stand-by power supply systems called
power nodes, and many of them involve an internal
engine generator to provide long-term backup if there
is acommercial power outage.
"So, one thing that is new in terms of maintenance,
which most systems haven't dealt with before or
haven't thought about, is generator maintenance. Does
it need an oil change? How many hours has the generator operated? There are fuel system checks as well. Is it operating correctly? It may need to be
load tested. Is there appropriate
air flow for cooling of the generator system? Currently, this
involves probably about 10 percent of the cable industry that
would have this type of setup, and they need to be
thinking about this kind of maintenance."
Osterman says that while maintenance goes along
way toward preventing outages, operators also have to
be prepared for emergencies. "Preparation for emergency restoration is always aconcern," he says. "I've
been in alot of field situations where I've gone out to
install equipment we've designed, or I'm doing some
consulting work, and invariably these guys are always

New hits in reliability?
Technology, it seems, changes as fast as the weather. It's important to stay on top of the latest technological developments. Here are afew new ideas that
may just strike it rich.

Lightning retardant cable

Protective Wire & Cable Inc. unveiled its newlypatented lightning retardant cable (LRC) during
Cable-Tec Expo in Orlando. Currently available in
prepackaged kits for DBS satellite systems in varying
lengths, the innovative drop cable will soon be available on reels for cable industry applications.
Inventor Samuel Gasque says the cable works by
Continued on page 12
turn ng the magnetic field of alightning strike against
itself, thereby impeding the flow of current as
the strike travels down the cable, As such, it
forces the main energy surge down the ground
wire to ground instead of down the cable.
Gasque claims independent laboratory testing has shown the LRC offers up to 700 percent improvement over standard RG-6. He
Lightning Retardant Cable
says the Warranty Corporation of America
LACkit Daft LiSOft
will offer insurance coverage on any consumer
home electronics (TVs,VCRs, stereos, etc.)
that are connected to LRC lines produced by
the company. (Tel: 800-263-3322)

PW&C's lightning
retardant cable

One-stop surge suppression
Erico Inc. has introduced its single-unit, complete

10
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busy, but they're not often that well organized. They
just don't have the equipment they need to quickly get
out where they need to be in an emergency.
"So, I'd recommend operators take the time to verify
their spare parts capabilities. They really need to take
the time to see if they have spares where they need
them in an emergency. They have to decide where to
put them, whether it's on the service vehicles, at the
headend or at the warehouse."
Obviously, maintaining system reliability takes
added effort, and sometimes money, during the hot
summer months. But one of the most important factors
in keeping services on line is time. Wentz notes that
while awell thought-out maintenance plan and emergency disaster plan may take time up front, they will
save alot more time and money when lightning strikes
(inevitably) again and again.
"These things take time," points out Wentz.
"Maintenance programs are ayear-round effort. Your
maintenance program for summer, if you think about it,
really begins in the winter. That means some summer
maintenance has to be done long before summer temperatures start to climb. You've got to plan ahead and spread
it out. Planning is the key, and sticking to that plan is
what makes maintenance and emergency planning stick.
It's apriority for any operator of any size." PMR

home surge suppression system, the Erico Protection
Device Complete Home Protector (EDPCHP).The
EDPCHP attaches at the primary service entrance
panel or load center, and eliminates the need for primary surge protectors at each electrical outlet,
phone jack and cable connector.
The EPDCHP is designed for 120/240VAC singlephase power systems providing total peak surge current suppression capacity of 80,000 amps.The unit has
alow let-through voltage of less than 500 volts.The
unit eliminates ground voltage differentials between
the protected systems by providing asingle ground
for power, telephone and cable. (Tel: 216-248-0100)

A UPS alternative
High Tech CATV, asubsidiary of Zilberberg Corp.
in Tel-Aviv, Israel, has announced the availability of its
Double Power Source (DPS) back up system for
cable TV systems. Used in various Israeli cable systems for the last three years, the patented device
enhances or replaces UPS modules in cable systems.
The DPS essentially senses power drops below 48
VAC and immediately redirects power (by internal
switching inside the unit) from an unaffected area.
Typically, the DPS is located within the trunk amp,
and can be configured to connect to most types of
trunk amps including push-pull, power doubled and
feedforward. For fiber networks, an external DPS is
located outside the receiver.The manufacturer claims
the use of DPS units requires minimal changes in
existing networks. (Tel: 972-3-6993396)
—ML

Quality Doesn't
Need Words

ste

Fi

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
Division

of Ampnenol

Corporation

358 Hall Avenue •P.O. Box 384 •Wallingford, CT 06492
(203) 265-8500

FAX (203) 265-8422

1-800-677-CATV (USA Only)
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"Disaster," continued
per ads, radio/TV
spots and cross channel updates about service restoration and
other information.
Designate specific
people to act as
spokespersons for
your company.
•Prepare your
employees. Write
down, publish, distribute, discuss and review
disaster plans with
employees on a regular basis.Train them in
first-aid techniques,
especially CPR.
•Designate specific
employees as disaster
coordinators and
detail their responsibilities. Create emergency contact lists
(office, cellular and
home phone numbers) for these
employees. These
personnel should have
multiple copies of disaster plan/contact lists
for safekeeping and
easy access (in office,
car, home, etc.) during
an emergency.
•Review and update
insurance coverage on
a regular basis.

Hot times in the summer...
Come summertime, the heat can take its toll on
man and machine alike. Installers and technicians
working in the roiling heat should be on the alert for
heatstroke/sunstroke and heat exhaustion. Here are

Heatstroke/sunstroke symptoms:
•Red. dry, very hot skin
(sweating has stopped)
•Headache, nausea, dizziness
•Pulse -strong and rapid
•Dilated pupils
•Very high fever
•Disorientation, confusion
•Unconsciousness, convulsions

the telltale signs and treatment for both, as well as
some common sense prevention advice for cable
workers in the sun. (Hint: copy and distribute to
workers or post in company vehicles.)

Heatstroke/sunstroke treatment:
•Heatstroke/sunstroke is life threatening! Seek
medical attention immediately.
•Lower body temperature immediately. Move to
cooler location or shaded area, place feet higher than
head.
•Loosen or remove clothing; fan victim.
•If possible, immerse in cool water or use cold
compresses to head and neck areas, also to armpits
and groin.
•DO NOT use alcohol rubs, give fluids or use
medications to lower fever.

Heat exhaustion symptoms:

Heat exhaustion treatment:

•Pale, cool, clammy skin
•Sweating
•Headache, nausea. dizziness
•Pulse -weak and rapid
•Dry mouth
•Muscle cramps
•Fatigue, weakness

•Move to cool place indoors or in the shade
•Lie down in cool, breezy place or fan victim
•Loosen clothing
•Drink fluids -cool or cold water; drink salted
water (1/2-tsp salt/qt. of water)
•Eat salty foods such as saltine crackers (if they
can be tolerated)

Prevention:
•Wear light, loose-fitting clothing. To promote the evaporation of sweat, cotton or natural fibers are recommended over synthetics such as polyester.
•Drink lots of fluids, particularly if urine is dark yellow. Slightly salted water is recommended (1/2-tsp
salt/qt. of water).
•Do not drink alcohol or fluids with caffeine because they speed up fluid loss.

Still The Best
Don't forget that, as exciting as our newer products
are, we started out as asupplier of cable markers.
And we still have the very best identification and
control markers on this particular planet!
MI

iCiirsitLitt

MI»

Direct merchants to the telecommunications industry

800-257-2448 or FAX 303-986-1042
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TO

CREATE THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR THE

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY, YOU

HAVE TO

LEARN

AN IMPORTANT PART OF COMMUNICATION.

LISTENING.

You're looking at the Altec AP38 Cable Placer.

It was designed by our engineers.

But it was created by the people who use it. At Altec, we solve problems by listening to our customers. Then
we manufacture equipment solutions that work.

The Altec AP38 is a perfect example.

Built to place both

fiber and coax, this machine offers 38 feet of working height and aside reach of o-ver 25 feet, so it can handle
all your upgrade and new build projects. Combined platform and fairlead capacity totals 650 pounds, with
sideload capacity of 500 pounds. The platform even rotates a full 180° to keep the operator in the right
working position.

The Altec AP38 is a real piece of work.

And it's just one part of a whole line of Altec

equipment designed to respond to a changing telecommunications industry.

Give us a

call and we'll respond to you, too. Problem solved. 1.800.958.2555 or http://www.altec.com.
ATLANTA • BIRMINGHAM • DALLAS • DENVER • INDIANAPOLIS • PORTLAND • WEST PALM BEACH • CREEDMOOR, NC
DIXON and POMONA, CA • MILLBURY, MA • PLAINS, PA • ST.JOSEPH, MO • MILTON, ON • SURREY, BC • WINNIPEG, MB

PEOPLE POWER

How to insure a
Crafting smart
and creative
insurance plans

By Craig Kuhl
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usiness, in particular cable TV, has become
accustomed to constant change and the growing
belief system that when you incorporate change,
something should happen. It may be good, bad or indifferent, but SOMETHING kinetic occurs. And usually,
that something affects the bottom line.
However, there's one element in the cable industry, and
business in general, that is contrary to that belief and will
save acompany significant dollars when nothing happens.
Smart, creative insurance plans are fast-becoming a
mandate for cable operators and agrowing number of
telecommunications companies that are seeing insurance claims spread beyond the traditional property
damage and accident/injury losses to include intellectual property loss, office-related injuries and more. These
policies are becoming valuable, even critical, weapons
in acompany's fight to retain its bottom-line revenues.
In 1995, more than $19 billion was spent on medical
costs for work-related injuries by employers nationwide,

healthier bottom line
and $43 billion was paid out under workers compensation. And, just 52 percent of the total workers compensation benefits paid were covered by
private insurance companies. That leaves 48 percent to be paid by other sources, including
employers and workers. And those costs, left
unchecked, can chew up acompany's profits.
The cable industry is well aware of the complex and tedious relationship it has with insurance companies. With its inherent risks of property damage through natural disasters, workrelated injuries in the field and other risks, cable
is considered by most insurers as amoderate to
high risk industry. This fact pushes some cable
operators, mostly larger ones, into hiring risk
management experts, and forces smaller operators to scramble in acatch-as-catch-can search
for adequate insurance coverage.
"The biggest insurance challenge today for

cable is finding coverage for transmission and
distribution lines (cable plant, or T&D) and
overhead cable lines," said Bob Guevara, assistant vice president for Inland Marine Insurance
Association. "What's caused concern is greater
consolidation among telephone companies and
cable and the catastrophic potential of natural
disasters. Insurance companies are afraid of
cable wires being strung out all over, especially
in the coastal regions:' he added.
Most cable operators and insurance companies realize this is part of the price of doing
business, especially in high-risk areas. Says
Guevara, "There's not much an operator can
do if autility pole goes down. That's the price
of doing business in those areas." However,
some operators, Guevara concedes, are now
becoming self-insured or using self-insured
retentions—very high deductibles—which

Guevara admits are "becoming almost costprohibitive, especially for the little guys, who
are really being squeezed."
Some operators whose businesses carry a
higher risk are even looking into specialty carriers. "Some of the larger operators might be
pushed to off-shore carriers. They give the
insurance company acertain amount, say $5
million, and if nothing happens, the operator
gets $4 million back. These are legitimate carriers and may be the only way to go for some
operators," said Guevara.
Choosing which insurance path to take is
risky business in itself, and juggling insurance
companies, costs and the ever-changing characteristics of coverage is tricky for the majority of
those companies who must use insurance carriers. And for those who don't, their sheer size
warrants an insurance company-sized approach.
"Some of us (top 10 cable operators) are so big
we almost operate as an insurance company.
We're probably in the top 10 percent of insurance companies," said Greg Martin, director of
claims for ICI. Smaller companies outside the
top 10, Martin says, are almost always with
insurance companies and not self-insured.
According to Martin, 50 percent of TCI's
loss frequency and loss dollars are from workers comp. The remaining 50 percent is split
between auto liability and general liability.
Only the phantom knows
Because of TCfs size, it uses alarge stable
of sub-contractors, which, according to Martin,
carries agrowing, and serious, insurance issue
with it. "In the past, if you hired asub-contractor for arebuild and he subs out part of the
job, you move down the (insurance) food
chain. Once you do that, you have to have reputable contractors with adequate insurance."
To avoid insurance-less contractors, and
ones who will cut corners by using phantom
insurance companies, or what Martin calls
"Shifting Sands Mutual," TCI publishes guidelines on what acontractor must have for insurance and uses the A.M. Best rating guide to
help it determine the quality of insurance carried by its sub-contractors. The guide rates all
licensed insurers and is similar to Standard &
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Figure 3: Amount of each dollar used for
work-related injuries, workers
comp and all related claims.

Figure 2: Percentage of total workers comp
benefits paid annually (1993).

Figure 1: Cost of work-related accidents.

Self insurance/other
48%

ÇZ:)
$1.4 billion in
work-related
vehicle
damage

$19.2 billion in
work-related
injuries

$0.53 from corporate
dividends to stockholders

$43 billion
paid through
workers
compensation

Private insurance
52%

•1993 figures

$0.20 of every
dollar of
pre-tax
corporate
profits

Source: National Safety Council

'The biggest
insurance
challenge is
finding coverage
for transmission
and distribution
lines'

Poor's company rating system. Added Martin, "We try
to make sure our sub-contractors—from ad agencies to
construction companies—have adequate insurance."
Having adequate insurance. identifying the risks in the
workplace, and "engineering out risks" are keys to a
compatible working relationship with sub-contractors,
according to Rich Holston, manager of environmental
safety and litigation for Mobile Tool International, asupplier of manual lifts and cherry pickers to the cable
industry. "By working closely with our customers—in this
case cable operators—we can determine what is acceptable for the design and manufacturing of aproduct. It's
important to be part of the process," Holston said.
His company has steadily reduced accidents for its
cable customers during the past 10 years by:
•auditing the field use of the product and working
closely with the customer and manufacturer;
•educating the customer and manufacturer about the
product; and
•participating in SCIE issues.

Added Holston, "Once our customers and employees
become part of the solution and are made aware of the
risks, the results will be fewer injuries and lower insurance costs. The insurance industry rates the cost of
workers comp by asimple formula—the lower number
of injuries, the lower your insurance costs."
As simple as that may seem, getting one's arms
around the infinite number of insurance issues—from
workers comp to intellectual property coverage—is a
daunting challenge, and one needing constant attention.
If there is one defining moment which got the industry's
attention, it was Hurricane Andrew, which changed
many of the traditional rules for cable insurance. "After
Andrew, the re-insurance market totally dried up for
transmission and distribution. We had to change our
whole approach, and rates became significantly higher.
It just became very difficult to get T&D insurance
because of the huge losses," said Margy McKenna,
director of risk and benefits for Jones Intercable.
Since Andrew, T&D insurance costs recently have

TCS COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
PROVIDING

TOMORROW'S COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Tom

Since 1978
Reader
Service

308

We're not interested in being the whole world's contractor...
Just YOURS

TCS Communications, Inc. has been providing construction and engineering services to the CATV, telephone, and alternate bypass
markets for nearly twenty years. Our reputation has been built on high standards of performance, integrity, and quality workmanship.
Let us be your single source provider to the demanding needs of an emerging industry.

I
-800-999-8270
http://www.tcscomm.com
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Employment Opportunities Available!
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come down "just atick" McKenna says, but
remain high because "there have been just so
many natural disasters since," she added.
Insuring acable system, large or small,
often comes down to not only how you do
business, but where, as most cable operators
with systems in high-risk areas (coastal zones
for instance) will attest to. Time Warner has 50
divisions nationwide, with some in high-risk
areas vulnerable to hurricanes, tornados and

even the infamous New York City drivers. "We
have systems in higher risk sections of the
country, and certain higher risks related to job
functions like repairing downed wires after a
hurricane and driving in New York City, which
is atough area for our drivers. It's areal challenge, and we have had our share of accidents
and workers comp claims there," said Steve
Reisner, risk manager for Time Warner Cable.
Reisner and Time Warner are very cognizant

We've never taken
c•ur tc•al design lightly_
Until navv, that is.

o

feeie

4/01.M.

310
Fact is ,we're very serious about our tools. That's why we designed anew light
weight series of drop cable preparation tools.

By using high quality, light

weight aluminum, we've been able to maintain the strength and reliability that
our customers have come to expect. The all new Hex Crimp Light and
Termin)( Light now weigh one third less,
and our new Pocket TerminXe weighs in
at amere half pound! So, get the lead
out of your tool belt... choose CablePrep
Light Tools for all your drop cable needs.

CablePre
Tools You Trust.

A Ben Hughes Communication Products Company

For More Information about CablePrep products Call: 1-800-320-9350
CablePrep, 207 Mddlesex Avenue, P.O. Box 373, Chester, Connect'cut 06412-0373 USA Web: www.cableprep.com
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How to cut costs
The company, according to Reisner, focused
on three key areas: Adhering to its policy and
procedures manuals; distributing the company's newsletter to key individuals in the organization focusing on claims, management and
loss control; and keeping employees informed
while addressing problem areas first. Instead
of offering up alaundry list of achievable
goals, the company prefers to concentrate on
two or three priority areas.
That approach, says Dan Chilton, national
service director, loss protection for Liberty
Mutual Group, is agood one. "What's causing
injuries, or the 'loss source,' and what controls
are in place to prevent injuries and claims are
very important. Under workers comp, 70 percent of each premium dollar is due to direct
losses, so ahealthy, dynamic and practiced safe-

Keeping disasters
under control

41110*4- st.;.,

Reader
Senn.,

of the high costs associated with increased insurance claims to the company and its bottom line,
if claims are not controlled. "We've had an overall cost saving in the past two years because of
our reduction in claims," explained Reisner. A
primary reason, he says, is because "More of
our divisions are hiring safety professionals. We
need someone to coordinate our safety procedures, and it's been cost-effective."
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Natural disasters, particularly
Hurricanes Andrew and Bertha, along
with aseries of tornados, earthquakes
and other disasters, have changed the
way the insurance business looks
upon cable.
Most cable operators continue their
quest for adequate insurance coverage, while keeping their costs in line.
Here are some key areas to focus on,
as suggested by insurance experts:
1) Maintain accurate and timely
claims records
2) Keep employees well-informed
on the risks inherent in their jobs
3) Monitor the company's safely
and training programs carefully and
make sure the procedures are being
followed.
4) Determine the "loss source" or
what's causing recurring accidents
and know what controls are in place
to prevent injuries and claims.

ty program is crucial because losses can sneak
up on you."
According to Chilton, once acompany's culture allows these losses to continue, it's difficult
to shake the stigma attached to them. For example, agrowing number of insurance companies
are using aconcept called the Experience
Modifier Rate (EMR),
which rates each company and its workers comp
claims history as away to
set premiums. It's based
on "loss experience," with
the average number being
1.0. Amodifier of 1.2
means acompany is 20
percent over the average
McKenna
loss number—and the
number stays with the
company for three years. What's more, Chilton
says, is "EMR is agrowing factor in getting new
business, and these losses affect acompany's
bottom line. If they can't compete for new business because of aquestionable EMR, it really
affects their net income."
The solution, Chilton says, is for companies
to monitor their safety, training, and all insurance-related programs very closely. "The
biggest thing companies DON'T do is monitor
their own programs. They have to look at the
programs they wrote, then monitor and make
sure the procedures are being followed."
Some smaller cable operators are joining
workers comp "pools" which spread the costs
of premiums among several other companies.
At Massillon Cable in Massillon, Ohio,
President Bob Gessner says it has helped keep
his costs down. "We started in aworkers comp
pool with anumber of small companies, and it
has reduced our costs alot."
Another cost-saving plan for Gessner and
Massillon is amonthly premium for current
inventory. "We are only charged for what's in
our inventory that month. Each month, we send
alist of what we want to insure. For instance,
some months we have more convertors and taps
than other months, so we only pay premiums to
insure the inventory we have in the warehouse."
More cable operators are finding that creative approaches to their insurance needs are
paying off. For some companies, however, creativity itself is agrowing source of concern, as
they struggle to find ways of protecting their
intellectual properties. Says McKenna of Jones,
"Most of us don't even understand the risks
associated with intellectual properties, even
insurance companies. It's so new and different,
it will require some looking into, since many
cable companies are going into the phone and

Internet delivery businesses."
And, with the lines between video, telephony
and other ancillary industries being re-drawn
daily, amajor challenge for cable operators as
they insure their bottom lines will be to distinguish just what those insurance needs will be as
they cross those lines. Continues McKenna:
"Going from video to telephony and to software/Internet are all new opportunities. The
biggest challenge to us is to answer the question,

'What are the risks?' No one knows what the
losses will be because there's no loss history."
As the cable industry moves into new business opportunities and continues crossing the
lines into telephony, software, Internet and
more, it will create its own history. And how
each cable operator maps its own insurance
path will determine just how its revenues will
be affected. So, history (in this case, loss history) will indeed be the judge. PMR

Power &Telephone
SlamLock Self-Locking CATV Closures

Lock out cable theft with SlamLock
According to recent studies, active cable theft accounts
for 35 percent of CATV revenue losses. But with the
SlamLock family of self-locking closures, you can lock
out thieves and lock in more revenues.
Offered on pedestals, low-profile housings, and
apartment boxes, SlamLock automatically secures the
dome/door onto the base/backplane, saving time and
deterring unauthorized entry. And adiversified star-lock
pattern on the head of the SlamLock provides even
tighter security. By using the starlock pattern on all
your closures, you can use common lock keys, which
translates into greater operating savings.
So if you want to turn cable cheaters into paying
subscribers, call Power & Telephone today. And find out
more about our family of SlamLock anti theft closures -from RELTEC.

800-238-7514
www.ptsupply.comRELTEC
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Introducing CED Magazine Online
While there are thousands of sites to surf,
there's only one convenient place you need to
look to gather the information tools you need to
build tomorrow's network...today—CED Magazine
Online.
•
Evaluate the hottest new products and request
info instantly with CED's Literature &Source
Guide!

Build your reference library through CD's
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•
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with this month's feature editorial!
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them!
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Subscribe online!
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Advanced Networking
C-COR Electronics, Inc.

Circle #315

C-COR's RF amplifiers, AM headend equipment, digital fiber optics, and customized service and maintenance
provide global solutions for your network. p. 37

r,41
âmil Construction Equipment
Altec Industries

Circle #307

I;

Manufacturer of top quality cable preparation tools, including the new Pocket TerminX® and Light Weight Series, that deliver consistent reliable results. p. 18

Circle #309

Develops design and management software solutions
for Fiber. RF & Telephony. Our new CX-P21 "LightSpeed Design System" includes an integrated ODBC
database and full featured CAD functionality. p. 17

Circle #318

Lemco Tool Corporation, (800) 233-8713. DROP INSTALLATION tools include CLI preventing torque
wrenches; hardline coaxial SPLICING TOOLS perform
one-step cable preparation; AERIAL CONSTRUCTION
tools for safe and productive system deployment. p. 37

Line Ward Corp.

Manufacturer of the small, hut rugged, L-2 Line Layer,
designed for efficient installation of underground
CATV/Telephone service drop wires. p. 37
p. 5

Supplies drop installation products for CATV, DBS, and
wireless operators, single and dual cable fastening products, identification tags. residential enclosures. p. 4. 12

Circle #305

Times Fiber Communications is an ISO 9001 registered
manufacturer of coaxial cables. Committed to quality.
service and technology. p. II

Time Manufacturing

TeleWire Supply Company

Circle #321

Circle #322

Tele Wire Supply is aleading nationwide distributor of
products needed to build and service abroadband communications network. p. 40

n

Fiber Optic Equipment

Siecor Corporation

Siecor, recognized as atelecommunications technology
leader, specializes in optical fiber cable, interconnect
hardware, termination and splice equipment, test equipment and training. p. 25

Circle #313

FrontLine Communications manufactures patented,
field proven, Emergency Alert and PC-based Character
Generator products to fulfill the needs of cable and other multi-channel system operators. p. 27

Circle #327

Builds afamily of EAS products designed for use in cable TV. Also builds in-home device for warning cable
TV subscribers. The patented MID-92I is the only EAS
Encoder/Decoder specifically designed for cable TV.
Phone: (888) 4EASINFO or (402) 426-4841.
SAM@Synergy.net. p. 28-29

Trilogy Communications, Inc.

Circle #303

ISO-9001 manufacturer of low loss coaxial cable. Full
line including air dielectric trunk and feeder, UL listed
and corrosion protected drop, radiating and 50 ohm for
wireless/RF. (800) TRILOGY. p. 7

Circle #320

Circle #300

Hewlett-Packard offers acomprehensive range of test
equipment to keep your entire broadband system at peak
performance -from headend to subscriber drop. p. 2

Trilithic, Inc.

Circle #314

Trilithic manufactures test equipment for the CATV and
LAN industries and components for aerospace and
satellite communications. Key products are SLMs, leakage detectors, and acomprehensive line of return test
equipment. p. 2-3, 38-39

Circle #304

Manufactures equipment for CATV, telecommunications, wireless, and general purpose test. CATV equipment includes signal level, analysis, and leakage meters, sweep and monitoring equipment. p. 9
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Spectrum

Spectrum has the total solution for EAS. The Sub-Alert
utilizes the advanced features of the Sage Endec for total
automation and will interface with your headend by IF,
baseband video or comb generator. p. 20-21
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- •Headend Equipment

"VERSALIFT" aerial devices, truck or van mounted,
with working heights to 65 feet and digger/derricks. p. 35
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Cable Leakage Technologies

With the FCC imposing stiff fines for leakage, CLT presents operators with the only sure, comprehensive
method of locating and documenting the nearest street
address of system faults/signal leakage. And it's totally
automatic. "WAVETRACKER". p. 33
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Power &Telephone Supply Co.

Power & Telephone Supply serves the power and communications material distribution needs of the U.S. through
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specialized export facility in Miami, Florida. p. 19

Sprint North Supply's Materials Management Services
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Operators:
Do you know
what you have,
how much, and
where it is?
Materials management providers maintain distribution centers allowing operators to reduce or eliminate inventory investment and related infrastructure costs.

Taking control
of materials management
By Laird Simons, Vice
President and General
Manager, Public
Networks Division,
Sprint North Supply

22

W

hat sets you apart from your competitors? Is
it the strength of your network, the dependability of your product, the quality of your
customer service, your time to market? Or. is it the way
you order parts?
For companies that have never considered materials
management to be their core competency. outsourcing
this comprehensive and time-consuming task has
become increasingly popular—and increasingly costeffective—since deregulation. As marketplace competition, and the corresponding headaches for operators,
have mounted, so has the trend toward materials management outsourcing. Several manufacturers and distributors now offer materials management services, but
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what they provide varies dramatically from program to
program. This fact presents challenges in comparing
services offered by competing vendors and complicates
the selection of amaterials management partner.
Nevertheless, outsourcing materials management can
help to improve project efficiency and make the critical, bottom-line difference in today's competitive
broadband communications marketplace.
For example, the author's company says its materials
management program can save customers 25 percent to
40 percent of their total procurement costs when compared to going it alone.
"The amount of money saved varies from company
to company, but savings occur through reductions in

THE OPERATING ROOM

both procurement and operational expenses," says Bill
Winslow, Sprint North Supply director of sales.

Making the decision
The decision to outsource materials management is
sometimes aCFO's call, based on the desire to cut
costs while enhancing quality. Materials management
services achieve both, helping to improve acompany's processes and increase productivity in procurement, engineering and installation, warehousing,
accounting and transportation.
If you are contemplating outsourcing materials management, consider:
'Procurement issues—from supplier qualification to bidding to warranty administration—are all handled for you.
'Materials management programs reduce shrinkage
and cut the infrastructure costs associated with private
warehousing. They also reduce the taxes companies
would otherwise pay on the inventory on their shelves.
'Electronic commerce allows you to order products
and manage transactions efficiently and with minimum
paperwork.
•You can forget the piecemeal approach to ordering products. Materials management experts secure
the products from the manufacturers you specify, or
make recommendations for appropriate products, then
deliver them in asingle shipment. You track material
from only one source and pay only one invoice, as
opposed to dozens.
'Materials management services eliminate the risk of
product obsolescence. Rather than languishing for
weeks or months on your warehouse shelves as technology marches forward, the products you receive
employ state-of-the-art technology.
'Providers who offer service guarantees create a
product safety net in case of emergencies.
'Materials management providers relieve engineers
of the need to manage complete projects. Instead, engineers can hand off the segments of projects they cannot
efficiently manage, freeing them to focus on designing
and building their networks.
"What cable TV does best is provide broadband
communications services to customers," says Steve
Holt, marketing manager at Sprint North Supply.
"Those companies are in materials management
because, traditionally, it was necessary to build their
systems." But it doesn't have to be that way.
"There's no reason achief engineer should be tracking down materials," Holt says. "With materials
management services, the engineer can specify products and manufacturers and let (distributors) take it
from there."

How materials management works
Just as competitive cable companies offer their customers aspectrum of channel choices, competitive

materials management providers offer abroad portfolio of services. Often, such programs can be tailored to
the customer's needs. For example, materials management can range from project work to the complete
handling of all warehousing and distribution. The most
comprehensive programs are comprised of many components, including project management; engineer, furnish and install
(EF&I) services;
modeling; vehicle
provisioning programs; and CPE
fulfillment. (See
sidebar, page 24).
'Project management. For
engineers who
need hundreds of
products from
dozens of suppliers, outsourcing
materials management can create an
immediate boon.
Tailor-made, online project management databases
exist to allow
instant inventory
control. This service also includes
construction
schedule monitoring and management of distribution, inventory
control and transportation.
'Engineer, furnish and install
services. With
one call, one
order and one
invoice, EF&I
solutions free
companies to concentrate on their
core competencies. Through this
program, the materials management services provider
handles the engineering, installation, staging, preassembly, delivery, site preparation and turn-up of any
project, and can select the best equipment and materials available from multiple vendors in order to serve
each customer's unique needs.
'Modeling. If you're doing it in-house, setting up

Asupplier delivers and
installs acustomengineered digital loop
carrier (DLC) site in one
complete package.
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To complete the EF&I
process, asystem test and
burn-in of all electronic
components of aDLC
system is performed.

new systems is both time-intensive
and costly. It's not just the planning,
customizing and designing that makes
this so. It's also the ordering, tracking,
receiving, wiring and testing.
Modeling programs save both time
and money, because the materials
management experts work with multiple vendors to find the best products at
the best prices, and then streamline
product delivery. This system standardization also allows for more accurate budgeting and forecasting, as well
as consistent maintenance and provisioning of spares throughout anetwork.
•Vehicle provisioning programs.
Vehicle provisioning programs allow
installers to leave the warehouse with customized orders
and fully replenished trucks. Vehicle inventories are fmetuned and standardized, so that vehicles essentially
become warehouses on wheels. Each vehicle carries the
same products and, at the end of the week, receives
replacements for what was used during that week. The
installer's productivity increases: the company's invento-

A full menu of services
Distributors who provide comprehensive
materials management programs offer an
expansive menu of services to help an operator reduce costs and boost productivity. You
can choose from these services, described
below, to tailor amaterials management program that best fits your needs.
'Assemble. wire and test. You receive a
custom-designed, multi-supplier solution that
cornes in one pre-assembled and tested
package.
'Asset tracking and tagging. Through a
management report, materials are tagged
before shipping, and customized databases
track materials to your job site by serial
number.
'Cable cutting. By accessing the distributor's
extensive stock of cable, with full-service cutting and delivery in the exact amounts and
types you need, you reduce inventory costs,
waste and down time.
'Contract management. You benefit from
the distributor's successful experience in
negotiating and tracking costs, discounts,
rebates. return privileges and so forth.
'Customized transportation. For territories
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ry decreases because the program makes amoot point of
lead time and overbuying or underbuying certain materials. Companies gain more efficient use of vehicles and
employees, and improved customer service is one important result. As needed, the program can also be used for
technician or project provisioning.
•CPE fulfillment. Comprehensive materials management services eliminate the need for acustomer
premise equipment (CPE) inventory and fulfillment
infrastructure. After sourcing the best products and
developing an appropriate equipment list, the distributor can maintain the CPE inventory and provide ontime fulfillment to support end-user ordering and customer service operations.

Looking ahead
Materials management alliances promise to factor,
rather dramatically, into communications companies'
cost control, time to market and profitability. Likewise,
materials management providers will also add services
that further streamline product ordering and project
management.
The manufacturers and distributors that continue to
succeed in providing materials management services
over the long term will be those who know that cus-

111.11111111
1.111'

you maximize service levels and avoid
unnecessary costs by viewing past purchasthat require dedicated truck routes to meet
ing history and mathematically predicting
required delivery schedules, the materials
future needs.
management provider designs and delivers
"Kits and bills of materials. You designate
cost-effective mapping.
specific products you want regularly
'Electronic commerce. Technology that
shipped together as asingle package, and
permits for electronic data interchange
the distributor delivers them under one bill
(EDI) helps you
of materials.
compete by manag'Management
ing transactions
reports. The distribuefficiently. And,
tor provides timely,
coupled with elecaccurate information
tronic funds transon material usage;
fer (EFT) capabilismall, women and
ties, it allows you to
minority-owned busiimprove accuracy,
ness utilization; back
reduce data entry
orders; service levand operate in a
els and more.
virtually paper-free
'Process consultenvironment.
ing. The distributor's
'Emergency
expertise enhances
Software for project materials reporting is
response. Response
your materials mantailored to customers' needs.
teams stand by 24
agement processes
hours aday with key products and capabiliand reduces costs in procurement, logistics,
ties to help you meet your customers' needs
finance, information services, contract manin times of emergency.
agement and more.
'Forecasting. Advanced technology helps
'Procurement. From supplier qualification
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A customer-defined .
fiber optic termination
bay is assembled.
tomers' needs, as well as technologies, are
constantly changing. Those leaders will continually develop new services and programs to
meet these changing needs. PMR

to bidding to warranty administration, the
materials management provider helps you
save time and money throughout the product
procurement process.
'Public warehousing. By operating distribution centers around the country. materials
management providers allow you to eliminate shrinkage and free your personnel and
facilities for other uses.
'Service level reporting. The distributor
provides service reports on established performance goals, such as on-time shipping.
purchase volume and order accuracy.
'Staging and consolidation. The distributor collects products from various manufacturers and delivers them to you in asingle
shipment. thereby streamlining procedures
and lowering your operating costs.
'Standardization. The materials management provider ensures the highest quality
products at the best value by identifying
product standards and developing relationships with key suppliers.
'Supplier performance. On your behalf,
the distributor routinely identifies quality suppliers and formally contracts them to specific
performance and value standards.
—LS
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UNCI AM WANTS

Uncle Sam may want cable
operators' participation in the
Emergency Alert System
(EAS), but he's not quite ready
to direct his new recruits yet

C

By Dana Cervenka
able operators are ready to sign on in the service of their country by participating in the
Emergency Alert System (EAS), but their
recruitment has been delayed As was announced early last

4

month, the FCC has postponed the release of i .econd
Report and Order on EAS.The First Report an , rder had
given cable operators adeadline of July 1, 1997 to be in

aranteedi

vii
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Be sure you understand EAS products before you buy.
We didn't just start building
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and product satisfaction.

quality, reliability, and service,
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the product you need for today and
into tomorrow.
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Original. proven EAS solution.
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start small and expand to meet your
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Stick with aWinner
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IAS. Our Product's proven reliability,
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(800) 231-1349
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Figure 1: Basic EAS system components
AM/FM receiver

r

•AM/FM/NOM receiver
•EAS decoder/encoder
•Character generator
•Video override system
•Audio override system

To video
override system
To audio
override system

Source: Albrit Technologies

Some sources of
EAS information
•FCC (web site:
FCC.gov/cib/eas)
•EAS vendors
•
SCTE's EAS
subcommittee

compliance with the EAS rules, adeadline which is
now null and void.
Several issues need to be resolved before the second
order is released, including the question of "small" operators (how many subscribers constitutes "small," and
what type of relief small operators may get), the issue of
how to meet the needs of the hearing impaired, and
which channels will have to carry the EAS message.
As for when the FCC will make its final decision on
cable systems and EAS, it's abig question mark.
Once the Second R&O is adopted, whenever that
occurs, cable operators will have some time to comply,
according to asource at the Commission, speaking on
background.
Given the delay, what can cable operators do now to
prepare for compliance? "You can do some planning,
look to see what kind of resources you are going to
need, but as far as purchasing equipment, we are kind
of advising people to take a'wait-and-see' attitude,"

Distribution options

Figure 2: IF insertion
CG video
EAS audio

Control

IF modulato
Components
•IF modulator
•Lossless splitters
•IF switches

L

Lossless splitter

///

///

processor

Switch —IF

Switch —

Lossless splitters

/7////////
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says Steve Johnson, senior project engineer, department
of engineering and technology, Time Warner Cable,
who also chairs the SCTE's EAS Subcommittee. "We
are pretty certain on systems having 10,000 subscribers
and above on what will be required—it will probably be
full audio and video override on all channels. But there
may be other things in the Second Report and Order
that would influence what type of equipment you buy.'
The FCC source concurs. "If you do EAS audio and
video messaging on all channels, you are going to 'comply," he notes. "I don't think that there is anything more
we could ask asystem to do."
The First R&O contains another, less expensive option:
the EAS audio and video message would be placed on at
least one designated channel, while an audio alert message
and some type of video interruption (e.g., ablank, flashintl
screen) would alert viewers on all channels to tune to the
designated alert channel. "I don't think this option will be
dropped (in the Second Report and Order)," says the BCC
source, "because it is already in the rules."
As far as cost is concerned, there are various estimates floating around in the industry as to what the bill
will be for cable operators to comply with the FCC's
EAS requirements. "At the very low end, we have estimated around $7,000 to $8,000 per headend," says
NCTA VP of Science and Technology Wendell Bailey.
"We premise that on the assumption that, on average,
we are talking about a40-channel headend."
For straight video replacemetit, the cost is somewhere
in the neighborhood of $40-50 per channel, according to
Johnson, while estimates for placing atext crawl on top
of programming are in the $400 per channel range. In
addition, these estimates do not include the
encoder/decoder and controller required for each headend, at acost of approximately $6,500 per headend.0

Modulator or
processor

Source: Albrit Technologies
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While the basics of acable EAS system are pretty
much determined (see Figure 1), the big questions
revolve around the distribution of the messages themselves. Operators have already begun the process of
weighing trade-offs in cost, degree of programming
disruption, and efficiency, as they contemplate various
distribution options.
There are several distribution options for EAS,
including RF solutions, IF switching, baseband switching and text crawl. Possibly the cheapest option, says
Alan Cowe, president of EAS equipment provider
Albrit Technologies, is using an RF comb filter to cut
off all channels, and then using acharacter generator
display message on all channels. "If you have asmall
system and you can't afford to rewire it, that may be
the prudent solution," he notes.
HollyAnne Corp. Vice President Dave Halperin notes
that RF solutions are relatively easy to install, at about
two hours, while installation of abaseband or IF system
would take longer by afactor of as much as 20 to 30.

even greater range of non-emergency
applications are possible, according
to Robertson.
CG video
Video distribution
Some manufacturers and operators
amplifier
are recommending ahybrid approach
Components
to distribution to best handle the cost
•Distribution amplifiers
EAS audio
Audio distribution
vs. subscriber disruption dilemma.
•Baseband audio/video
amplifier
switches
"I think IF switching is probably
the most cost-effective approach,"
says Time Warner's Johnson, "but it
Control
Channel
Baseband
depends on what type of capability
mo. »tor
Channel
A/V switch
Audio/video
you have in the headend already.
Operators might want to consider
Baseband
Channel
spending
the extra money to put a
Channel
AN switch —
modulato
crawl on the more heavily-viewed
Audio/video
channels, such as pay services and
Channel
Baseband
pay-per-view."
Channel
modulator
A/V switch
The ideal solution, says Cowe, is to
Audio/video
Source. Albrit Technologies
have individual crawls on each channel, used to inform viewers that an
RF systems may be inexpensive and easy to wire,
emergency exists and which locations
concurs FrontLine Communications CTO Bill
are involved; also, to refer viewers to a
Some suppliers of EAS gear
Robertson. But both Robertson, Cowe and others point
details channel for more information,
for cable systems
out that every time the EAS system is tested in this
including aplayback of any audio mesFigure 3: Baseband insertion

configuration, it disrupts the entire cable system—an
important consideration, given that EAS tests will have
to be conducted weekly and monthly.
Cable operators could also choose the IF (Intermediate
Frequency) switching route, placing an IF switch on
every modulator and processor in the headend. There are
several variations on the IF theme, but the application
remains the same. While IF switching has the advantage
of affecting only the configured channels, leaving the
other channels alone, it still interrupts the programming
of those configured channels, says Robertson.
Yet another method is to switch at the unmodulated
baseband signal level. Many of the signals in the headend, such as the outputs from studio cameras and satellite receivers, are already at baseband. A baseband
switching system changes the signals at the inputs of the
modulators and routes the alert to the selected channels.
While baseband, like IF switching, will affect only
the configured channels, says Robertson, abaseband
system will still disrupt the programming on the selected channels. In addition, baseband systems may require
more complex wiring, he notes.
A text crawl solution is asubset of baseband switching, and though advocated by several EAS equipment
suppliers as the least disruptive, it may be the most
expensive. In this application, atext crawl is sent across
the screen, while leaving the original programming itself
undisturbed on aparticular channel. This set-up requires
acharacter generator for each channel that will have a
crawl, and also requires that all signals be at baseband.
The ability to selectively place text messages on specific
channels presents ahost of non-EAS applications. When
text messaging is combined with baseband switching, an

sages which may have been received.
As acompromise, "some cable systems may want to have 40 or 60 channels switched at IF, so those channels
will all switch to afixed character generator display when there's an EAS
message," says Cowe, "and have the
crawl equipment to service their PPV
and premium channels:'
For now, as cable operators ponder
their options, they will definitely want
to shop around.
Operators should install their systems and become familiar with the
operation of the encoder/decoder prior
to hooking up switching equipment to
avoid any unintentional interruptions,
advises Mega Hertz Sales/Marketing
Manager Steve Grossman.
Then there's the question of where
to get the gear. "We have been encouraging people at Time Warner to buy a
full package," says Johnson. "If you
buy all of the pieces, put it together
and something doesn't work, you are
left with having to deal with it yourself. If you buy apackage, then you
can go back to your vendor and have
him support you."
Ultimately, it's important to remember that, as the FCC source puts it, "We
just don't know what the final requirements will be yet." PMR

Encoder/decoders
HollyAnne Corp.
Sage
TFT Inc.
EAS packages
Albrit Technologies Ltd.
Best Tech Inc.
CADCO Systems Inc.
ComTech Services
Dawn Satellite Inc.
D. Co Marketing Inc.
FrontLine Communications/IAS
Idea/onics
Mega Here/Spectrum
MicroSat
Sprint North Supply
Trilithic Inc.
WC Inc.
Vision Telecom
Other solution components
Dialogic Communications Corp.
General Instrument
iCS/Itochu Cable Services Inc.
Monroe Electronics Inc.
R.L. Drake Company, The
Tekron Communications Systems
Thunder Eagle Inc.
Source: 1997 CEO Broadband Communications Buyers Guide and
editorial interviews. CEO is not responsible for any omissions
or inaccuracies.
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EMF

The invisible headend plague

F

, or chief engineers at cable TV headends and broadcast television systems, electromagnetic fields (EMFs) are uninvited guests that staunchly occupy avariety of
critical production spaces. Inasmuch as the facility must have electrical power and

Ridding
your system
of uninvited
guests
By J. Terry Turner, Vice
President—Client Services,
VitaTech Engineering Inc.
E-mail: emfflmnsinc.com
30

radio-frequency (RF) communications, EMFs are an aggravating by-product that engineering managers should understand and be prepared to address.

Compounding the challenge is the fact that EMFs
cannot be seen, heard or felt—even though they can penetrate virtually all objects, including buildings and people.
Editors, control room and videotape operators, production staff and especially maintenance engineers become
aware of electromagnetic interference (EMI) from alternating current (AC) power sources when the emanating
magnetic fields generate screen jitter in computer and
television monitors, noise in signal cables and data errors
in digital systems. There is also conflicting research linking AC power EMFs to health problems, most notably
leukemia, cancer, and recently, Alzheimer's Disease.
The key to dealing with the EMF challenge is identifying its sources within or outside abuilding—keeping in
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mind that EMFs are present in every building. If
employees are experiencing screen jitter/color distortion, data loss or radio-frequency interference (RFD, a
professional EMF survey leads to the proper solution(s).
What are EMF sources?
Magnetic fields within abuilding emanate from transformers, network protectors, secondary feeders,
switchgears, busway risers and panels. National Electric
Code (NEC) wiring violations can inject ground currents
onto the metal conduits, water pipes, building steel and
HVAC ducts, generating EMI problems throughout the
building. This means that while AC magnetic fields are
generally located and mitigated near an electrical some,

Case Study # 647
He has 15 minutes until show and tell, and there's not
enough time to put all the pieces together
*Sam .4 Tiffany cost him a full 5 minutes playing "keep
away" with his widgets.
*The instructions come in 3 languages and english isn't
one of them.
*He grossly misunderstood the term "pigtail."

NOw what?

In the Race to Build aNetwork,

It's the Details that Slow You Down.
S

PRINT NORTH SUPPLY CAN GET YOU TO THE FINISH
LINE FIRST... and reduce your cost to compete. Our
materials management services provide proven custom solutions
to improve your processes and increase productivity in
procurement... engineering and installation.., warehousing...
accounting... on-time delivery.., and transportation. It takes abig
idea to cut your costs this much... materials management services is
abig idea whose time has come.
So come to the innovator who puts it together for you. Sprint
North Supply can get you there faster, for less. Call today for
information on materials management services.

1-800-595-9134
Sprint North Supply

'Sprint.
Visit us on the world wide web at www.sprintriorthsupply.com
www.sprint.com
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be it in the basement or on the 15th floor, magnetic
fields can be achallenge throughout abuilding. While
electrical systems within abuilding are the major
sources of EMFs, outside sources can also produce EMI
problems. Buildings near transmission lines, subways
and electrified-rail systems can experience high magnetic field levels, especially when trains are passing by.
On many roofs and upper floors, radiated EMF energy from avariety of nearby RF antennas and
microwave dishes can exceed minimum acceptable
Figure 1: 3-D contour plot-NYC Community College. Data one meter above floor.
Peak = 111 mG, mean =34.5 mG, median =28.3 mG. Average 34.5 mG room level.
Peak spot 111 mG
(720 mG floor)
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Figure 2: Map plot-NYC Community College. Fitness Center survey path
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human exposure standards (IEEE/ANSI C95.1 & FCC)
and be potentially dangerous. Furthermore, as wireless
LANs, cellular telephones, microwave and other forms
of RF communications grow, so will the RFI problems
and potential health risks in all buildings.
Taking all these EMF factors into account, an international bank, in selecting anew headquarters site, had a
full-spectrum EMF site survey performed. Microwave
and RF levels were recorded around the site at various
elevations, as well as magnetic field levels from anearby
electrified rail system (Amtrak and Metro-North), plus
all overhead and underground power lines. By including
EMF considerations in its planning, the bank knew
exactly what potential EMF challenges existed at the site
before construction, thereby significantly reducing the
mitigation costs by afactor of two to four.

45

Peak spot
111 mG

Because EMFs are invisible, only adetailed EMF
site survey can identify the EMF source(s) and evaluate
the potential EMI/RFI impact on the local building
environment (room, equipment and people). Usually
the EMF source is obvious because the computer
screen jitters near an electrical switchgear room, or the
screen changes color as asubway passes.
However, complex EMI and RFI equipment problems can be generated by plumbing currents on water
pipes, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or uninterrupted power supply (UPS) units, shorted electrical
equipment and from RF sources such as nearby
VHF/UHF/FM antennas, airport radar and landing systems, roof-top antenna farms, police/ambulance vehicles
and hand-held transceivers (cellular, CB, mobile, etc.).
There are three types of commercial AC power EMF
surveys in use today: spot, contour and dosimetric. A
three-axis gaussmeter is used to measure the resultant
magnetic flux density emanating from electric power
sources in milligauss (mG).
Production areas such as studios, control rooms, editing suites, graphic, videotape playback and commercial
cart areas are generally surveyed for AC power magnetic fields using the spot or contour methods, with contour
surveys being favored because each room or area can be
measured across avariety of points, providing aclear
picture of the magnetic field penetration and levels.
Generally, readings below 10 mG will not interfere
with computer monitors, electronic cabling, magnetic
media or audio-visual equipment. It should be noted
that most videotape degaussers produce very high magnetic field emissions exceeding 1000 mG and should be
tested and shielded. As for the health consequences of
short- and long-term exposure to EMFs, there is no
industry agreement or federal standards at this time.
After the AC power EMF survey is completed, an
experienced engineer should provide engineering management with acomprehensive report that includes:
•Recorded contour measurements (with color graphical 2-D and 3-D plots) of the surveyed areas, including
selected equipment measurements and noted NEC wiring

at the October
1997 issue of
CEO's Plant
Management
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•Timing is
everything:
Prepare your staff
and plant now for
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winter season
• Getting to yes:
Writing arebuild
budget plan that
gets approved
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• And much, much more!
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143 Water Wells, 16 Oil Wells,
aGold Watch...
but zero RF cable leakage.
After 56 Years, Weldon Emory Buchanan of Ludlow, Oklahoma can proudly
boast a68.5% success rate with his willow stick. But to keep Mr. Buchanan's
record straight, no one has ever asked him to look for cable leakage. Who
knows, if your not in ahurry and accuracy isn't areal concern, then you
might want to give him acall.
Cable Leakage Technologies has been in the RF leakage detection business
for over 6years and Wavetrackers have patrolled millions of miles of cable all
over the world. Wavetracker boasts positive identification, 2-5 meter
accuracy and one step prioritization. And all of that because CLT invented
the original Wavetracker...it's that simple.
Now the New Wavetracker makes it even simpler.
If your leakage monitoring program can't wait for Mr. Buchanan to return
your call, then call the people that give you everything you
want...Identification, Location and Prioritization.
All New:
•Trilithic Channel Tag Ready •2-5 Meter Positional Accuracy
•Windows Based •One Step Processing •All New Hard/Software
•Solid State Memory • Upgraded Digital Mapping
Standard:
•Work Order Creation
Quality Control •Proof
•QuarterlyMonitoring/Comparison •Archiving
•Time Management •GPS Tracking

To some people, accuracy and consistency
are worth it..an

THE NEW WAVETRACKER

o

C 1.1" CABLE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGES

1200 Executive Drive, Suitt 136
Richardson„ Texas 75081
800.783.8878
972.907.8100
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violations, grounding and plumbing current problems.
•Detailed drawing of the property, building(s) and
nearest electrical sources.
•Risk assessment information.
•Recommended mitigation activities (magnetic
shielding, active or passive cancellation, etc.) plus estimated design and installation costs.
Commercial RF EMF surveys measure the cumulative RF radiated energy within offices, work areas, computer rooms, laboratories, emergency rooms, clinics and
roof-top transmitters, transmission lines and antennas.
When RF levels exceed the minimum recommended
human exposure standards (IEEE/ANSI & FCC), immediate action is mandated to protect the occupants from

possible harm. Also, RFI equipment susceptibility must
be evaluated in the RF survey report. In elevated RF
environments, special test equipment is required to
locate, log and identify the RF radiated sources (and
owners) by frequency and field strength.

EMF mitigation solutions

Depending on the EMF survey results, the engineering management may decide to implement one or more
EMF mitigation solutions, depending on the levels and
type of EMF source: DC power (subways), AC power
(electrified trains), computer monitor emissions, RF and
microwave. There are five basic mitigation strategies:
1. If excessive AC power magnetic fields are emanating from water service lines (plumbing
currents caused by electrical current
Figure 3: Profile plot-NYC Community College. Fitness center profile plot with tummarkers
attaching itself to metal water pipes), the
(letters A-I). See Figure 2for exact locations. Peak = 111 mG, mean =34.5 mG, median =28.3 mG.
installation of adielectric coupler should
II 1
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End
distance). In broadcast television and cable
TV
buildings, it is highly unlikely that proA
G
All data recorded one meter above the floor.
H
o
duction space will be vacated permanently
1 1_1 1 _LI L_L
111111111111.LI_IL ,_111.1111_L 1 LJL I L
450
to solve an EMF exposure challenge.
0
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
4. If the EMF sources emanate unacceptDistance in feet
ed levels from outside the building (power
lines or RE/microwave signals from nearby
antennas), then AC power magnetic field cancellation
Figure 4: 3-D contour plot-NYC Community College. Data one meter above
technology or RF shielding will have to be implemented.
floor. Average 2.96 mG room level. Peak =4.28 mG, mean =2.96 mG,
Building size severely limits the use of this mitigation
median =2.96 mG.
solution. Radiated RF/microwave signals can be mitigatPeak spot 4.28 mG
ed by the application of special conductive window coat(2.0 mG floor)
ings electrically grounded to foils (aluminum/copper) or
Shielded
fitness center
conductive paints on the walls and floors.
5. When AC power magnetic field levels exceed 10
- 4
mG and production space cannot be used as abarrier
between people, computers and the EMF source, then
3
magnetic shielding is the only viable solution. Two
approaches can be utilized: Shield the EMF source; or
- 2 ••
shield the room and people.
tu
Shielding the source is the most effective and least
— 1
expensive alternative available with magnetic shields.
However, if there are multiple magnetic field sources (parallel transformers, network protectors, secondary feeders,
switchgears, busways, risers, UPS units, etc.) or the
restling Room
sources are not readily accessible (buried underground or
spread out behind walls, etc.), it may not be economically
feasible to individually shield each source. The solution
then becomes one of shielding the production area in
—r eek
which people work and EMF sensitive equipment is uti-

1

.
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lized. This solution is selected most often.

SST-36

VERSALIFT.

Magnetic shield example
Recently, the author's company accepted a
unique challenge from aNew York City community college where peak readings in afitness
center were Ill mG at aheight of one meter
above the floor (720 mG on floor). The facility
was directly over four transformers, network
protectors, feeders and switchgears. The college
asked for and received amagnetic shield that
would reduce the average room levels to 3mG.
A 3-D contour survey was performed to
ascertain the milligauss levels of AC magneticfield penetration throughout the room, as
shown in Figure 1. The survey path followed to
measure levels throughout the facility is superimposed in Figure 2over the EMF
sources—transformers, network protectors, feeders, switchgears and distribution panels.
In this presentation, it becomes clear that it
would be impractical to shield each individual
source; abetter option would be to shield the
entire room from the multiple sources below. In
Figure 3, the survey plot of the fitness center
shows the levels emanating from each electrical
source. By comparing the capital letters in Figures
2and 3, management can correlate the readings
with the exact location of each electrical source.
With this information, the shielding engineer can determine the area to be shielded and
the shield design necessary to produce the
required final milligauss levels. In this particular case, it was necessary to shield the floor
and all four walls because the facility was used
as aday-care center. To achieve the 3mG
average levels, the engineering team created a
multilayer, three-substrate shield consisting of
welded aluminum plates and layers of siliconiron and mumetal sheets.
After the magnetic shield was installed, the
survey engineer conducted afinal contour survey to verify results. In Figure 4, the final milligauss readings show that the average 3mG
target was achieved throughout the facility with
alevel of 2mG on the floor. By comparing
Figure 4(after the shield was installed) to
Figure 1(before the shield was installed), management can see exactly how the milligauss
levels were reduced in correlation with the
electrical sources producing the emissions.
Obtaining this type of success with hard-tomanage AC power magnetic fields is only attainable through the proper use of state-of-the-art
instruments, experienced survey techniques and
expert EMF engineering services (shield design,
installation and final verification). Using this professional approach, AC power magnetic shielding
performance can, and should be, guaranteed. PMR

MORE REACH WHERE YOU

N
de.

rr

41 Ft. Working Height
27.7 Ft. Side Reach

Over 27 feet of side reach at 18 feet above
ground! That's reach where you need it!
Insulated or non-insulated models, both
feature full-feathering, full pressure
hydraulic controls with the unique
"UNITROL" single-stick control.
The VERSALIFT SST-36 mounts
compactly on a14-15,000
GVW chassis with
nearly 4,000 pounds
of payload.

Insulated units offer the option of alower
bDorn msert and fiberglass compensating
link for lill chassis isolation.
VERSALIFT'S exclusive
screw-in slide pads are
infinitely adjustable and
used on both insulated
or non-insulated models.
Contact your
VERSALIFT distributor to set
up an on-site derponstratiot,,,
of the all new .SST-36.
VERSALIFT A Division of

Header
Service
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NEW PRODUCTS

Heat-shrink
tubing
AUSTIN, Texas—Tubing that provides reliable environmental protection for cable television equipment above ground and underground is now available from 3M
Telecom Systems Division. The
new 3M brand CCT heat shrink
tubing protects splices, trunk
amps, line extenders, splitters,
ground blocks, drops and taps
against damage from UV, temperature, water, chemicals and
mechanical strain.
The CCT heat shrink tubing has

3M brand heat-shrink tubing

Millennium Power Inc.'s vehicle-mounted invertor

Power invertor
SEATTLE, Wash.—Millennium Power Inc. is introducing a
vehicle-mounted service and maintenance invertor, which converts the 12 VDC truck battery power to 120 volts AC sine
wave for power tools and test equipment operation in construction, testing and maintenance.
In addition, the invertor also provides a60- or 90-volt AC
quasi-square wave output that can be directly connected to the
cable TV system to temporarily bypass existing power supplies
for service and maintenance or during outages.
Thus, every truck can essentially have apower supply
mounted to it to provide emergency power bypass and outage
restoration.
Circle Reader Service number 350

across-linked polyolefin outer
wall that is resistant to sunlight
and weathering. Its adhesive lining functions as asealant to prevent moisture
and corrosion damage. 3M CCT heat shrink
tubing shrinks to one-third of its expanded
size, forming astrong protective barrier
against vibration and movement.
The tubing also makes installation easy and
efficient, says the company. Two thermochromic stripes darken when the tubing has
been installed properly. The tubing has an
adhesive lining designed to make stripping and
re-entry easy by merely reheating the tubing to
soften the adhesive. Because applications and
cable sizes vary throughout the industry, the
tubing is available in eight different diameters,
from .400 through 3.00 inches.
Circle Reader Service number 351

Cable lashing machine

TREVOSE. Pa—General Machine Products
Company Inc. (GMP) has announced its Apollo
Aerial Cable Lashing Machine, which provides
reliable parallel pull at very low weight. The
new lasher securely lashes single or multiple
installations of all types of telecom cables,
36

including copper, fiber and coax. It can also lash
combinations of cable and innerduct. All-smooth
edges provide 360-degree protection against

GMP'S lashing machine

cable damage. The Apollo weighs in at under 35
pounds without lashing wire. It can lash cable
bundles up to four inches in diameter, to strands
1/4 inch through 3.8 inches in diameter.
Circle Reader Service number 352

Rigid rail system

FREMONT, Ind.—Sur-loc Inc. has introduced
the patented "Climber's Buddy" rigid rail system to ensure the safety of those working on

PLANT MANAGEMENT REPORT JULY 1997

industrial ladders and towers.
Developed by engineers and professional riggers, the system features an instant grab-action cam,
locking climbers to the rail if they
lose their footing. The cam is
mounted to
an aluminum or
fiberglass
ladder and
incorporated
safety rail,
and will
lock into
position during a
climber's
ascent or
descent.
Surloc's
Climber's Buddy
Aluminum
and fiberglass safety rails are also available
to retrofit existing ladders.
The standard aluminum rail and
mounts weigh 2.5 pounds per foot.
The fiberglass rail is non-conductive and non-corrosive.
Circle Reader Service number 353

Cable tie tools

TINLEY PARK, Ill.—Panduit Corp.
has announced two, new batterypowered, automatic Cable Tie Installation
Systems: PET1M and PET1.5M. The portable
tools are designed to install Panduit continuously-molded, miniature cross-section ties in less
than asecond. A narrow nose allows installations to be performed even where space is at a
premium. In addition. the tools' ergonomic and
lightweight design
reduces operator
fatigue and makes
the equipment easy
to use, says Panduit.
The tools are
offered with a
choice of three
electric power
Panduit's cable tie
options: aNiCd
installation systems
Battery Cartridge
with aone-hour charge time, capable of
installing up to 200 ties; aRechargeable
Battery Belt with acharge time between four
to six hours, capable of installing up to
2,000 ties; and an AC adaptor that provides
unlimited use.
Circle Reader Service number 354
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YOUR BEST INVESTMENT
DOWN THE LINE

• Lays wire or pipe to
16" depth

h

• Simple, efficient all
mechanical drive
• Rugged yet compact
& highly
maneuverable

C-COR Electronics, Inc. has more
than forty years experience in the
design and manufacture of high
quality electronic equipment used in a
variety of communication networks
worldwide. C-COR offers afull line
of technical customer services,
including network engineering,
installation and maintenance
assistance, and training. C-COR
providing network solutions for the
global communications marketplace.

Building
Global
Partnerships

814-238-2461
800-233-2267
60 Decibel Road
State College, PA 16801
http://www.c-cor.com

C.:cork
ELECTRONICS INC

• Reliable, consistent
performance in a low
maintenance machine
• Operator training
provided
• 16 hp. Kohler
magnum engine
• Boring attachment
available

LINE -WARD
CORPORATION
157 S ENECA C RE EK R OA D
B u FFA Lo. NY 14224 • 716 675-7373
FAX 716 674-5334 • 800 816-9621

The Network Company

Please.. .Serious
Buyers Only.

Lerrico
aerial
tools...
Since
1970,
the
right
tools
for the
job.
800-233-8713
Fax
717-494-0860

The required resource for today's
broadband professional
NOW AVAILABLE AT 303-393-744c)
for extra copies

IN3WdIfIb3 NOIIDMISNOD

INFORMATION SERVICES

READER SERVICE # 315

• 850 lbs. on rubber
tracks provide for
minimal lawn damage

NEW PRODUCTS

Optical fiber
identifiers

replacing it with another.
Circle Reader Service number
358

UTICA, N.Y.—GN NETTEST's
Laser Product Division has introSpectrum monitor
duced two
WEST
PALM BEACH, Fla.—Torinew optifino
Enterprises
Inc. has introcal fiber
duced its new RF-3200 handheld
identifiers,
Field Strength Analyzer/Spectrum
the F1720
Monitor.
The unit has been
and
designed for countermeasure
F1720C.
applications, testing, installing and
Both modmaintenance of cable TV and
els are
satellite
receiving equipment,
designed
mobile telecommunications equipfor nonment, cellular and cordless
destrucphones;
and paging systems, as
tive identiwell
as
installing
and measuring
fication of
Riser Bond Model 1270 TDR/fault detector
antennas.
optical
The RF-3200 features afreGN Netteses fiber
traffic on
quency
range of 100 KHz to 2.06
optic identifier
singleGHz;
measures
narrowband FM,
mode fiber
wideband FM, AM and single
using local detection technology.
LINCOLN, Neb.—Riser Bond Instruments has introduced its
sideband signals. Signal levels up
This non-destructive macro-bend
new Model 1270, acombination TDR and cable fault locator.
to
160 channels can be displayed
method of detection reduces the
The unit combines the sensitivity and length readability of coaxsimultaneously on the LCD.
probability of an interruption inserial TDRs with the multiple testing modes of twisted pair TDRs,
In addition, the unit features 50
vice by eliminating the need to
and contains both front panel BNC and Banana Jack connectors.
ohms
or 75 ohms input impedence;
open the fiber at the splice point.
The Model 1270 also features an auto-search mode, indepena
detachable
antenna; built-in freThe F1720 measures from
dent cursors and multi-level/function waveform filtering.
quency counter; audio output for
odBm to -40 dBm, while the
Circle Reader Service number 355
monitoring; and PLL for precise
F1720C is specifically designed for
frequency measurement and tunuse in cable TV applications meaing.
The unit also has an RS-232C
suring from +20 to -20 dBm. Both
port for PC interface and printer.
models detect continuous wave,
The tip automatically reheats two seconds
Circle Reader Service number 359
live optical transmission and low-frequency
after
the
user
picks
it
up.
A
digital
display
accumodulated tones at 270, 1000 and 2000 Hz.
rately shows tip temperature. With the optional
Illuminated LEDs located on the probe disAerial lift
supervisor lockout feature, the unit can be set to
play the presence of traffic, the direction of the
WESTMINSTER, Colo.—MTI Inc. has added
operate
at
a
predetermined
temperature.
transmission and the presence of modulated
acorrosion-proof option to its Telsta line of
Circle Reader Service number 357
tones on the fiber. The fiber's relative core
power is also measured and displayed on atwodigit LED.
Interface connector
Circle Reader Service number 356
LEDGEWOOD, N.J.—Bomar Interconnect
•crzin:rrrscr incrre7
Products has announced the availability of its
IMF
Soldering station
new Recessed Male "F" Interface Connector.
POWAY, Calif.—Wassco has introduced the
The connector was designed to facilitate
Weller MT1500 Microtouch Soldering Station.
easy and economical adaptor replacements,
With the unique
and for use in applimicrotouch
cations where pushtechnology, the
on plugs eventually
tips stop heaterode the integrity of
MT1's Pro Glass T-body aerial lift
ing when the
jacks' threads.
soldering iron
With the recessed
aerial lifts with the introduction of its new
is put down.
male "F' interface,
Pro Glass T-body. The fiberglass body
This allows the
connections are easily
allows for body flexing in uneven terrain
user to change
renewed by unscrewand features amodular design for easy
MT1500 Soldering Station
tips quickly,
ing the "F' female end
replacement.
Bomar's interface
plus it prolongs the life of the tips themselves.
of the adaptor and
connector
Circle Reader Service number 360

TDR cable fault detector
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The Guardian RSVP Return Path Evaluator

BECAUSE
MOST INGRESS IS
HOMEMADE
I

eilifir*

Easily measures the carrier/
(ingress and noise)
ratio of the entire return path
with apass/fail grade

eel
¡Works with the Guardian IsoMeter
to quickly and easily test the
subscriber's in-house cable
for ingress potential

¡Automatically verifies that
communication with the headend is within range of set top
terminal capability

¡Specifically designed for
the needs (and budget) of every
CAN installer

With the Guardian RSVP Return Path Evaluator You'll Identify
and Stop Ingress at the Source: The Subscriber's Home
It's simple—most
return path problems originate in
the subscriber's
home. Flawed
installation,
faulty cabling,
and mis-installed
Guardian
or loose hardware
RSVP
can disrupt the return
path and your system's revenue stream
by admitting ingress.
The Guardian RSVP" return path
evaluator puts you in control of the return
path one home at atime because the
Guardian RSVP hardens your system with
each and every installation and
maintenance visit.

Working with aGuardian IsoMeter"
reverse leakage detector in the field and
astandard Trilithic 9580" reverse path
analyzer in the headend, the Guardian
RSVP analyzes the return path as well
as the ingress potential and shielding
integrity of subscribers' home wiring.
Test The Entire Return Path: Just
press "TEST" and the Guardian RSVP
quickly determines whether the reverse
signal strength needed is within the
capability of the set top terminal or
modem, then just as swiftly evaluates
the carrier/(ingress and noise) ratio from
the set top to the headend, providing the
installer with aclear "PASS" or "FAIL"
message and full measurement data
for troubleshooting.

Test Shielding Integrity: By simply
connecting the Guardian RSVP to the
subscriber's ground block, your technician
can flood the home's cabling system with
acalibrated return test frequency that
makes all leaks immediately detectable
to the Guardian IsoMeter.
The Guardian RSVP return path
evaluator will help you protect the value
of your return path because with the
RSVP you'll home in on ingress before
it enters your system.

GUARD:AN

RSVP

Return Path Evaluator

Call now for afree white paper (800)344-2412
(317)895-3600 (317)895-3613 F
AX www.trilithic.com
TRILITHIC

Copygighl

e) 1997 Trilithic

What
you
need
when
you
need it.

Catc h
Now, locating underground installations is as easy as
tossing a ball into a trench. ScotchMark"
Communications ball markers by 3M eliminate

the guesswork and

ensure

perfect readings every time. Plus,

91eleWire Supply delivers
afull line of qualityassured components from
3M and other manufacturers you trust.

there's no danger of reading
other

utilities'

The 3M DynatelTM 2205CT locating accessory
locates

Full Line
Partnership

markers.

only

markers tuned
licenses

those
to

reserved

• Fault locators

•for the cable TV

• Marking systems

industry.

• Splice enclosures
• Heat shrink
• Electrical tape
Why mess with
flags

and

stakes?

Catching signals is a
whole lot easier.

Satisfaction is always in stock.

TeleWire

AN A/VT-EC

COMPANY

1-88-TeleWire

http://telewiresupply.corn
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